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The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate that, for the Verso model, nesting relations not 
only leads to a more natural data representation but also leads to more succinct and efficient 
data manipulation. In particular, a hightly expressive subclass of relational projection 
selection join expressions is exhibited, each element of this class being equivalent to a Verso 
selection/projection. The tableau technique is used to give a constructive characterization of 
these relational queries. (3 1987 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Since Makinouchi [Mak] first investigated the idea of relaxing the first normal 
form relation restriction [C] and allowing set-valued domains, nested relations 
(also called non first normal form relations) have attracted a lot of attention 
[ABl, AB2, FTl, FT2, JS, SP], motivated by new applications of database systems 
[B, BRS, Ko, Mac, 01. It has been stressed that nesting relations leads to a more 
natural and succinct data representation. The purpose of this paper is to 
demonstrate that, for the Verso model, nesting relations not only provides a more 
convenient data representation but also leads to more succinct and efficient data 
manipulation. 
In the Verso model [ABl], data is organized in non lirst normal form relations. 
The recursive definition of Verso schema induces a hierarchical organization of data 
and the implicit specification of join dependencies. It also allows one to represent 
some simple type of incomplete information. An algebraic language allowing data 
restructuring has been defined for Verso relations. A natural connection between 
Verso relations and relational database instances satisfying the unioersuf database 
schema assumption has been investigated as well as the interpretation of the Verso 
operations in terms of relational operations. The completeness of the Verso algebra 
has been proved by showing in a very naive manner that given a relational 
database schema R and its corresponding Verso schema V, each relational query on 
R can be equivalently expressed by a Verso query on V. 
* This research was done while visiting the University of Southern California, Los Angeles. 
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As mentioned earlier, the purpose of this paper is to demonstrate the expressive 
power of the Verso query language and to highlight that the definition of the Verso 
algebra takes advantage of the semantic connection among attributes implicitly 
specified by a Verso schema. In this regard, one of the most interesting Verso 
operations is selection. Indeed, some queries which would typically require several 
joins, selections, projections, and even differences in the pure relational model can 
be expressed by a unique selection followed by a projection in the Verso model. 
Our study focuses on Verso selection: a simple but highly expressive class of 
relational queries that can be expressed by Verso selection/projection operations, is 
characterized here. More precisely, we provide a “constructive” characterization of 
relational projection selection join expressions equivalent to Verso selection/projec- 
tion operations. Because our approach preserves some positive features of the 
relational model, tools developed in the relational framework can be used in the 
Verso framework. Indeed, an extension of the tableau technique is used here to 
represent in a uniform way both relational projection selection join expressions and 
selection/projection operations. 
Part of this study has been motivated by some features of the Verso Database 
Machine developed at INRIA [B]. The main characteristics of the Verso database 
management system are: (1) on-the-fly filtering is used for both unary (selection, 
projection) and binary operations and for updates. The filter is realized by a finite 
state automata-like device. (2) Data is physically organized hierarchically to take 
advantage of the power of the filter [BRS]. In other words, the physical data struc- 
ture in Verso is Verso relations sktored sequentially and fully sorted. Points (1) and 
(2) directly entail that any relational query characterized to be expressable by a 
Verso selection/projection operation can be processed on the fly by the Verso filter. 
The paper is organized as follows. In the first section, we review some fundamen- 
tal issues of the Verso model, in particular, the correspondence between the Verso 
model and the relational model. Properties of the Verso operations are presented. 
In the second section, we generalize the tableau technique to represent relational 
projection-selection-join (PSJ) expressions defined on particular schemas, called 
hierarchical schemas. Extensions of classical results on tableau equivalence, tableau 
mapping, tableau associated with a PSJ-expression are introduced. In the third sec- 
tion, the tableau representation of relational projection selection join expression 
is used to characterize relational projection-selection-join expressions over 
hierarchical schema equivalent to Verso selection/projection operations. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We assume that the reader is familiar with the relational model [U]. In this 
section, we briefly review some basic concepts and present the main notations used 
throughout the paper. 
We assume the existence of an infinite set of attributes U, and for each attribute A 
in U, a set of values called the domain of A and denoted DOM(A). A relational 
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schema is a finite set of attributes. Let V be a relational schema, then a tupfe v over 
V is a mapping from V into U A E y DOM(A) such that v(A) E DOM(A) for each A 
in V. The set of tuples over V is denoted TUP( V). A (first normal form) relation 
over V is a linite set of tuples over I/. The set of relations over V is denoted 
REL( V). 
The relational operations of union, intersection, difference, join, projection, and 
selection are respectively denoted by u, n, -, *, HP (where P is the set of projec- 
ted attributes) and Select,, where C is a condition on a set V of attributes. An 
elementary condition on an attribute A is a disjunction of conditions of the form 
A < a, A > a, A < a, A 3 a, A = a, A # a, where a E DOM(A ). A condition on a set V 
of attributes is a conjunction of elementary conditions on attributes in V. If C is a 
condition on the attribute A (resp. on the set of attributes V) and a E DOM(A) 
(resp. v is a tuple over V), then a satisfies C (resp. v satisfies C) is denoted a + C 
(resp. u k C). If C, and C2 are conditions such that each value (or tuple) satisfying 
C, also satisfies C2 then we say that C, implies Cz denoted C, 3 C,. For the 
purpose of our discussion, we introduce two additional conditions, namely the 
“empty” condition, denoted True, satisfied by all values (or tuples) and the “full” 
condition, denoted False, satisfied by no value (no tuple). 
A relational database schema is a finite set of relational schemas. A relational 
database instance r over the relational schema R is a mapping from R into 
U YER REL( V) such that r(V) E REL( V) for each V in R. The set of relational 
database instances of R is denoted REL(R). A relational database instance r 
satisfies the universal relation schema assumption (URSA) if IZ,(r( Y)) E r(X) for 
each X, Y in R and X E Y. Let R be a database schema, then a relational projection- 
selection-join expression (PSJ-expression) on R and its target schema are defined 
recursively by: 
1. [V] is a PSJ-expression on R for each V in R, called elementary 
expression; V is the target schema of [V], 
2. Assume that E,, E, are two PSJ-expressions on R with target schemas V, , 
Vz, respectively; assume that Y c V,, C is a condition on V, and that V, n V, # 0. 
a. Z7,[E,] is a PSJ-expression on R with target schema Y, 
b. Select,[E,] is a PSJ-expression on R with target schema V,, 
c. [E,] * [E2] is a PSJ-expression on R with target schema V, u V,. 
In general, we use the letters A, B, . . . to denote attributes; a, 6, . . . to denote 
domain values; V, W, X, Y, . . . to denote relational schemas, and r, s, . . . to denote 
relational database instances. We also use the classical convention of writing XY for 
the union of two sets of attributes X and Y. Functional composition is denoted by 0. 
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3. THE VERSO MODEL 
In this section, we present the data structure of the Verso model and introduce 
the operations on Verso relations. We also include some results concerning the con- 
nection between Verso relations and relational database instances satisfying the 
URSA as well as the interpretation of the Verso operations in terms of relational 
operations. We recall here that the purpose of this paper is not a presentation of the 
Verso model, also the reader interested in a complete and detailed description of 
the different aspects of the Verso model is invited to refer to [ABl, AB2, Bi]. 
Let first consider an example. A department consists of a set of COURSES, the 
BOOKS required for each course, the STUDENTS registered in each course and 
their GRADES. Figure 3.1 represents the information in a department. Intuitively, a 
department can be considered as a relation over, say, COURSE, A, and A,. The 
values of the attribute COURSE are atomic whereas the values of A, and Al are 
simpler Verso relations. Note that in the example, there is no BOOK required for 
the “physics” COURSE. Thus null values of type “does not exist” can be represen- 
ted in a Verso relation. Also note that an implicit connection is assumed between 
the attributes STUDENT and BOOK through the attribute COURSE. In other 
words, a “join” is implicit between COURSE STUDENT and COURSE BOOK. 
To specify the structure of a Verso relation we use the auxiliary concept of a for- 
mat. Informally, a format is a regular expression of the form X(fi)* . . . (fn)*, where 
X is a set of attributes, S, . . . f, are formats (possibly empty) and no~attribute occurs 
twice in f: If Z is the set of attributes strictly occurring in the definition of a format 
f, we say that f is a format over Z. The empty format is denoted by 1. Fomats are 
conveniently represented by directed trees. Figure 3.1 gives the tree representation 
of the format COURSE(BOOK)* (STUDENT(GRADE)*)*. 
Verso relations are now formally defined in terms of format instances. 
DEFINITION. Let f be a format. The set of all instances ouer f, denoted Inst(f), is 
recursively defined by: 
1. If f X then Inst(f) = REL(X). 
COURSE~BOOK~* (STUDENT(GRADE)* )* 
COURSE 
BOOK STUDENT 
I 
GRADE 
“tree representation of 1” 
FIG. 3.1. Verso relations are format instances. 
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2. Iff= X(fi)* . . . (fn)*, f, . ..f. nonempty, then Z is in Inst(f) iff: 
a. Z is a finite subset of TUP(X) x Inst(f,) x . . . x Inst(f,), and 
b. if (ul, . . . Z,) and (uZi . . . I:,) are in Inst(f) for some 24, II ,..., Z,, Z; ,..., c 
then Ii = I; for i = 1 . . . n. 
Intuitively, the definition above states that an instance Z takes atomic values on 
the attributes in X and not atomic but instance values on the “attributes” f, ,..., fn. 
The definition also forces X to be a key. An instance of COURSE(BOOK)* 
(STUDENT(GRADE)*)* is represented in Fig. 3.1. 
In [ABZ], a complete set of operations on Verso relations is presented in the 
form of an algebra. The binary operations of the Verso algebra are defined not only 
on Verso relations having the same structure but also on Verso relations having 
compatible structures. The notion of format compatibility is defined using the 
notion of subformat. A format g is a subformat of a format f if the tree represen- 
tation of g is a subtree of the tree associated with f and has same root. Intuitively, 
if g is a subformat off and if J is an instance over g, an instance Z over f can be 
obtained, containing the same information as .Z, simply by “padding” at each 
level with empty instances. The instance Z is called the extension of J on f and 
denoted Jf. 
An instance J over COURSE(STUDENT)* and its extension on COURSE 
(BOOK)* (STUDENT(GRADE)*)* are represented in Fig. 3.2. Now, two formats 
f and g are compatible if they are both subformats of some third format h. This 
format h is a common structure on which instances over both f and g can be 
represented. 
The binary Verso operations are union, adding the information contents of two 
Verso relations; intersection, extracting the information common to two Verso 
relations; difference, removing the information contained in a Verso relation from 
COURSE COURSE 
I 
BOOK STUDENT STUDENT 
I 
GRADE 
format f g subformat of f 
COURSE (STUDENT)’ 
math 
PM 
COURSE (BOOK)’ (STUDENT(GRADEY)’ 
math ) 
phw u 
instance of J on g extension of J on f 
FIG. 3.2. Subformat and extension. 
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the information contained in a second one; join, combining the information 
contents of two Verso relations having compatible structures. 
In [AB2], the binary operations are defined in both algebraic and constructive 
fashions, The algebraic definitions of the Verso operations require the introduction 
of an inclusion relation on Verso relations. 
DEFINITION. Let f be a format and Z, J two instances over f: Then I is included 
in J denoted I< J, iff 
1. if fz X, then Z&J; and 
2. if f= X(f,)* . . . (fn)*, f, . . f,, nonempty, then 
V((uZ, . . . Zn)EZ,3(uJ,...J,)EJ(Zi<J; for i=l...n. 
We formally define the Verso union and difference, using the inclusion on Verso 
relations. The Verso intersection is defined later with the Verso join. 
DEFINITION. Let f and g be two compatible formats and h a format such that f 
and g are subformats of h. Let Z and J be two instances over f and g, respectively. 
Then, the union of Z and J according to h, denoted I@,, J, is the smallest instance’ 
defined over h containing Zh and Jh. The difference of Z and J according to h, 
denoted Z 0 h J, is the smallest instance over h, included in Zh such that its union 
with J according to h is equal to ZOh J. 
Because the algebraic definition of the Verso join requires the former definition of 
the Verso projection, the constructive definition of the Verso join is given below. 
DEFINITION. Let f and g be two compatible formats and h a format such that f 
and g are subformats of h. Let Z and J be two instances over f and g, respectively. 
Then the join of Z and J according to h is defined recursively by 
1. ifh-Xthen(f=g=Zz)Z@,J=ZnJand 
2. if h=X(h,)* . . . (h,)*, f-X(fi)* .,. (fn)*, g=X(g,)* . . . (g,)*, where for 
each i in [ 1 . . n], f, and gi are subformats of hi, possibly empty. 
Then, 
zahJ= {(d, . . . K,,)I(uZ,...Z,&Zh,(uJ ,... J,,)eJh, 
&=ZIC @hkJk if S,#Iandg,#I, 
Kk=Zk if fk#Iandg,=I, 
Kk=Zk if g,#Iandf,=I,} 
’ The existence of such an instance is showed in [Bi] 
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Note that if Z and J are instances over the same format then Z or J = Z of J is 
the greatest instance defined over f included in Z and in J. Although the join 
operation does not directly generalize the relational join, note that it is defined in 
the same spirit. 
In Fig. 3.3, the binary operations are illustrated: an instance Z over COUR- 
SE(STUDENT)* and an instance J over COURSE(BOOK)* are given; the 
common format used to express the result of the operations applied to Z and J has 
been choosen to be f- COURSE(STUDENT)*(BOOK)*. 
The unary operations of our model are projection, selection, restriction, 
renaming, and restructuring. The last unary operation, namely restructuring, allows 
data reorganization. In [AB2] some key issues raised by data restructuring have 
been carefully examined (for example, the Verso extension, briefly described above, 
is a simple data restructuring). For the purpose of this paper, we focus our presen- 
tation on projection and selection. 
The Verso projection defined here is slightly more general than the Verso projec- 
tion over subformat presented in [AB2]. In order to present this operation, we 
need the auxiliary concept of projected format. Intuitively, if f is a format over Z, 
and P a set of attributes included in Z, then the projection off on P, denoted by 
St, is obtained by removing from f all attibutes not in P, empty parentheses, and 
corresponding stars. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Let f COURSE(BOOK)*(STUDENT(GRADE)*)* be a 
COURSE(STUDENT)’ 
math 
COURSE(BOOK)’ COURSE(STUDENT)‘(BOOK)’ 
!-Ws j 1 phys u 
“instance I” “instance J” “instance 10 J” 
f 
COURSE(STUDENTY(BOOK)’ COURSE(STUDENTIYEOOK)’ 
math , , u zt; 
“instance IaJ- 
f 
FIG. 3.3. Binary Verso operations. 
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format. Consider the three sets of attributes X= {COURSE, STUDENT), Y= 
{STUDENT, GRADE} and 2 = {BOOK, GRADE}. 
1. fl x = COURSE(STUDENT)* is a format and a subformat off, 
2. fly = STUDENT(GRADE)* is a format but not a subformat off, and 
3. flz= (BOOK)*(GRADE)* is not a format. 
The preceding example shows that the projection of a format f on a set P of 
attributes is not necessarily a format. Obviously, the projection on a set P of 
attributes of an instance Z defined over a format J is defined only when flP is a 
format. Then, the projected instance is an instance over fl P. The requirement ‘tfl P 
is a format” preserves the attribute hierarchy induced by the format f and leads to 
simple and sound semantics of the Verso projection. 
Below we give the formal definition of the operation of Verso projection. 
DEFINITION. Let f be a format on 2, and P be a nonempty subset of Z. Let Z be 
an instance over J Then the projection off on P, denoted f[P] (resp. the projection 
of Z on P, denoted Z[ P] ), is defined: 
1. IffrXthen 
a. f[P] = X[P] and 
b. Z[P]= {ulu=u[X],u~Z). 
2. If f- X(f,)* . . . (fn)*, where f,, . . . . fn are formats on Y,, . . . . Y,, respec- 
tively, 
i. If XnP=@ and 3jE[l . . . n] such that P G Yj and the projection of fi 
on P is defined then: 
a. f[P] =J;[P] and 
b. let (K,, . . . . K,} = {Z,[P] 1 (ul, . . . Z,,) cZ}: Z[P] is the smallest 
instance over f[P] containing K,, . . . . Kk (i.e.), Z[ P] = 
K, O,.CP, ... Of~p, K,. 
ii. If XnP#@ and if for i=l...n, the projection of fi on PnY, is 
defined then: 
a. fCP1 =XCPnXlM CPn Y,l)* . . . (fnCPn Y,l)* 
b. let f[P] = X( g,)* . . . (g,)*, g,, . . . . g, nonempty. Let { K1, . . . . K,} = 
{(UJ ,... J,)l(uZ,... Z,)EZ, o=u[PnX], and .lj=Zi[PnYi] for 
gj E fi [P n Yi] } : Z[P] is the smallest instance over f[P] containing 
K, ,..., K, (i.e.), I[Pl = K, OfCpl . . Ofcp3 L 
3. Otherwise, f[P] and Z[P] are undefined. 
It is clear that the definition above generalizes the definition of the relational 
projection. In Fig. 3.4, we present an instance Z over COURSE(BOOK)* 
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STUDENTtGRADE) 
“instance I over f” “projxti3n Of I al 
STUDENT.GRADE” 
FIG. 3.4. Verso projection. 
STUDENT(GRADE)*)* and its projection on P= {STUDENT, GRADE}. Note 
that the projection of Z on P has the effect to merge in one set the GRADES that 
“toto” got in “math” (that is, {6,9}) and the GRADES that he got in “phys” (that 
is, { 10)). Roughly speaking, this is due to the fact that Z[P] is a format instance 
over STUDENT(BOOK)* and thus it is due to the fact that STUDENT is a “key.” 
The second important unary operation of our model is the Verso selection. This 
operation is more intricate than the relational selection because the structure of 
format instances is richer. For the sake of clarity, we present this operation in two 
steps. In the first step, we define a version of the selection that is a simple extension 
of the relational selection. In the second step, this definition is generalized in order 
to take advantage of the semantic connections between attributes, that is, in order 
to utilize the implicit joins specified by a format. 
We first need to extend the notion of condition on attributes. In the relational 
model, a condition on an attribute A is an algebraic expression in which constants 
(i.e., elements of the domain of A) explicitly occur. Applying a selection with con- 
dition C on a relation has the effect to “print out” the tuples in the relation that 
satisfy C. Let us now consider the format f= COURSE(BOOK)*. Intuitively, since 
the elements of the “domain” of the “attibute” (BOOK)* are sets of elements in 
DOM(BOOK), we need to be able to express the conditions on sets. We consider 
two types of conditions on sets: nonemptiness and emptiness. We present below 
very simple examples to show how set conditions are combined with conditions on 
attributes: 
EXAMPLE 3.2. Let f = COURSE(BOOK)*: 
1. Assume we would like to select the COURSES in which at least a BOOK 
is required and to list these BOOKS. This query is expressed by 
COURSE: 3(BOOK). 
Applying this selection on an instance Z over f has the effect to “print out” the 
tuples (u, J) in Z such that J is a nonempty set of books. 
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2. If we are interested in the COURSES in which the BOOK “bbb” is 
required, we express this query by 
COURSE: 3(BOOK: BOOK = “bbb”). 
Applying this selection on an instance Z over f “prints out” the tuple (c, { bbb} ) for 
each tuple (c, .Z) in Z for which “bbb” is in J. (Obviously, a Verso projection on 
COURSE is then applied in order to keep only information about COURSES). 
3. Assume now that we are interested in the COURSES for which no BOOKS 
are required. We express this query by 
COURSE: J(BOOK) 
and this selection applied to an instance Z over f returns the tuples (c, J) in Z such 
that J is an empty set of BOOK. 
4. In the same manner, if we are interested in the COURSES for which the 
BOOK “bbb” is not required, we write 
COURSE: a(BOOK: BOOK = “bbb”). 
Applying this selection on an instance Z over f, “prints out” the tuple (c, { } ) for 
each tuple (c, J) in Z such that “bbb” is not in J. 
5. Finally, if we are interested in collecting all information about the BOOKS 
required for the math COURSE, we write 
COURSE: COURSE = “math”?(BOOK). 
Here the question mark means that we do not cure whether the set of BOOKS 
associated with the math COURSE is empty or not; in any case the tuple 
(math, J) is printed out if it belongs to the instance Z over f on which the selection 
is applied. 
6. From the preceding examples, it is easy to understand that the selection 
COURSE:!( BOOK: BOOK = “bbb”) 
applied on an instance Z over f “prints out” the tuple (c, { bbb} ) for each tuple 
(c, J) in Z such that “bbb” is in J and the tuple (c, { > ) for each tuple (c, J) in Z 
such that “bbb” is not in J. 
We now give the general syntax of an expression of Verso simple selection. In the 
following definition, the notion of a condition on a set of attributes is the one given 
in Preliminaries. 
DEFINITION. Let f =X(f,)* . . . (fn)*. Then an expression 9’ of Verso simple 
selection (simple V-selection) over f is of the form X: C(e,(Y,) . . . e,(Y’)), where: 
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1. C is a condition on X, 
2. q is an expression of Verso simple selection over fi, for i = 1 . . . n, and 
3. ei o (3, J,?>, for i = 1 . . . n. (3 is read “exists,” 3, “does not exist,” and ?, 
“does not care.“) 
An expression of Verso simple selection Y over f defines a mapping on Inst(f ): 
DEFINITION. Let Y = X: C( e 1 (q ) . . . e,(Ya)) be an expression of Verso simple 
selection over f - X( f 1 ) * . . . (f,)*. Let Z be an instance over J: Let e E { 3, 3, ?} then 
Zsatisfies e, denoted Z+ e, iff (e=?) or (e=1 and Z#@) or (e=i4 and Z=@). 
Then the result of Y applied to Z, denoted Y(Z), is defined by: 
WI 
= {ww,) ... fun)) I <uz, ... Z,) E Z such that u k C and x.(Z,) + ei, for i . . . n}. 
Note that, because we preserve some relational features, the semantics of the 
Verso selection is clearly defined compared to the selections proposed by [Ha] on 
hierarchical databases. 
The previous definitions are illustrated by Example 3.3 and Fig. 3.5. 
EXAMPLE 3.3. Let f z COURSE(STUDENT(GRADE)*)* be a format. Con- 
sider the two following queries: 
Qi. For the math’s COURSE, select the STUDENTS who got a grade 
greater than 10 and for these STUDENTS give their GRADES greater than 10. 
Q2. Select the COURSES in which at least a STUDENT is registered that 
did not get any GRADE and list the name of these STUDENTS. 
COURSE(STUDENT(GRADE)3 COURSE(STUDENT(GRADE) 1 
math 
‘result of Sl applied on I” 
“instance I over f” ‘result of S2 applied on I” 
FIG. 3.5. Verso simple selection. 
57L/35/3-5 
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The queries Qi and Qz are expressed by the Verso simple selections 9, and YJ 
respectively: 
Sp, z COURSE: COURSE = “math” 
(?(STUDENT: @(GRADE: GRADE > “10”)))). 
y; = COURSE: (3(STUDENT: @(GRADE)))). 
Figure 3.5 presents an instance Z over f and the result of the selections 9, and Sp 
applied to I. 
We now propose an extension of the preceding definitions which dramatically 
increases the power of the operation. Consider the following query Q3 on COUR- 
SE(STUDENT(GRADE)*)*: Give the list of COURSES, STUDENTS, and 
GRADES such that the STUDENT “toto” got a GRADE equal to “15” in the 
COURSE and a STUDENT (not necessarily “toto”) got a GRADE equal to “10” 
in the same COURSE. Note that this query is complicated by the fact that there are 
several roles for the same attribute, namely STUDENT. Such a query would 
typically require several joins in the conventional relational model. What we mean 
by such a query is, in fact, two selections on GRADE, say 9,s 
GRADE : GRADE = “15” and Y; = GRADE : GRADE = “10.” Now, we also need 
two selections on STUDENT(GRADE)*: 
Y’, = STUDENT:STUDENT = “toto”(3($)), and 
9;s STUDENT:(3(YJ)). 
The first one filters the STUDENT “toto” if he got a GRADE equal to “15,” and 
the second one filters any STUDENT who got a GRADE equal to “10.” We can 
express the complete query by combining these two expressions: 
COURSE:(?(Y’)I (3(9;), 3(9’;}), 
where Y’ is the identity on STUDENT(GRADE)*. 
It should be noted that the expression above is not an expression of Verso simple 
selection. Intuitively, when we perform such a selection on an instance Z over 
COURSE(STUDENT(GRADE)*)*, for each element (ul,) of Z, we perform 9; 
and 9’“; “in parallel” on I, and we write (ul,) (i.e., (Y’(Z,))) iff 9’;(Z,)# jZI and 
Y’JZ,) # 0. Note that here, 9; and 9’“; are used exclusively as conditions that 
validate or invalidate the result of applying the selection COURSE:(?(Y’)) on 
(UZ, >. 
Formally, we define an expression of Verso selection as follows: 
DEFINITION. Let f = X(f, )* . . . (f,)* be a format. Then an expression of Versa 
selection over f is recursively defined as follows: 
1. An expression of Verso simple selection over f is an expression of Verso 
selection overf, and 
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2. For i = 1 . . n, let Si be a set of expressions of the form e’(Y’), where 
e’ E { 3, % > and Y’ is an expression of Verso selection over f;. Then: 
x: C(e,(Y;) 1 s, . . . e,(sP,) 1 S,) is an expression of Verso selection overf, 
where C is a condition over X; for i= 1 . . n, q is an expression of Verso 
selection over f, and ei E { 3, 3, ?}. 
The result of applying a Verso selection to a Verso relation is defined below. 
DEFINITION. Let Yr X:C(e,(P,) ) S, . . . eJtyz)I S,) be an expression of Verso 
selection over the format f - X(f,) . . (f,)*. Let I be an instance over J Then the 
result of Y applied to I is the instance over f, denoted by Y(Z), defined by 
Y(Z)= {(us . . . sP,(Z,)) I (ul, . . . Z,) EZ such that u+C, 
Vie [l ..)I], x(Z,)ke, and Ve’(Y’)ES;, P”(Z,)+e’}. 
In Fig. 3.6, the result of the Verso selection ,Y applied to the instance Z of Fig. 3.5 
is presented. 
The second part of this section is devoted to some results concerning the 
correspondence between the Verso model and the relational model exhibited in 
[ABl]. Only those results that are needed in the discussion of Sections 4 and 5, are 
presented here. A complete presentation of the correspondence between the Verso 
model and the relational model can be found in [ABl, AB2, Bi]. 
We first associate with a format a relational database schema, called a format 
skeleton, that intuitively gives a nonhierarchical description of the data structure 
induced by a format. 
DEFINITION. Let f be a format. Then, the format skeleton off, denoted Skel(f), 
is the relational database schema recursively defined by 
1. if f= X, then Skel(f) = {X) and 
2. iff=X(f,)* . . . vm)* then Skel(f)=Xu {XYl YESkel(A.), iE [l . . . n]}. 
For example, the database schema associated with the format 
COURSE(BOOK)*(STUDENT(GRADE)*)* is R = {{COURSE}, (COURSE, 
BOOK}, {COURSE, STUDENT}, {COURSE, STUDENT, GRADE}}. 
COURSEtSTUDENT(GRADE)‘) 
math 
‘result of S3 applied on I” 
FIG. 3.6. Verso selection. 
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Using the notion of format skeleton, the information contents of a format 
instance can be “described” by a relational database instance. 
DEFINITION. Let f be a format and I be an instance over f: Then, the instance 
skeleton of Z, denoted skel(Z), is the relational database instance over Skel(f) 
defined by 
1. if f = X, then skel(Z)(X) = Z and 
2. if f- X(f,)* . . . (fn)* then 
skel(Z)(X) = {u 1 ( uZ, . . . I,) E I}, 
skel(Z)(XY) = U (ZJ x skel(Z,)( Y)}, YE Skel(fi), ie [l . . . n]. 
<ld,...I,)EI 
It is clear that not all database schemas are format skeletons and, further more, 
not all database instances defined over a format skeleton are instance skeletons. We 
characterize below database schemas that are format skeletons and the database 
instances over format skeletons that are format instances. 
THEOREM 3.1 [AB2]. Let R be relational database schema. Then R is a format 
skeleton (in the following, we say that R is a hierarchical schema) iff 
1. R is closed under intersection and 
2. for each X in R, {Xn Y) YE R} is totally ordered by inclusion.2 
Let f be a format and R= Skel(f ). Let r be an instance over R. Then the two 
following assertions are equivalent: 
1. r = skel(Z) for some Z over f and 
2. r satisfies the URSA. 
Note here that because the database schema R has a “hierarchical” structure, the 
definition of the URSA can be simplified as given in the preliminaries. 
As we just defined a mapping from instances over f onto database instances over 
Skel(f) satisfying the URSA, we are able now to characterize the Verso operations 
on V-relations in terms of relational operations on relational instances. The first 
result gives a simple interpretation of the binary Verso operations, namely union, 
difference, and join. 
PROPOSITION 3.2 [AB2]. Let f and g be two compatible formats, f and g 
subformats of h. Let Z and J be instances over f and g respectively. Let r = skel(Zh) 
and s = skel(Jh). Then 
1. skel(Z@, J)=rus, 
2 A set R is totally ordered by inclusion iff for each Z and Z’ in R, 2 G Z’ or Z’ E Z 
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2. skel(Z Q,, J) is the smallest3 URSA-instance over Skel(h) containing r-s, 
and 
3. skel(Z @,, J) is the greatest URSA-instance over Skel(h) contained in the 
instance t defined over Skel(h) by 
a. t(Z)=r(Z)ns(Z) if Z E Skel(f) n Skel( g), 
b. t(Z) = r(Z) if Z E Skel(f) - Skel( g), 
c. t(Z) = s(Z) zf Z E Skel( g) - Skehf), and 
d. t(Z)=@ otherwise. 
In order to make clear the connection between the relational join and the Verso 
join, note that part 3 of Proposition 3.8 is equivalent to [Bi]: 
a. skel(Z ah J)(Z) = r(Z) n s(Z) if Z E Skel(f) n Skel( g), 
b. skel(Z ah J)(Z) = r(Z) * YE Skel( g), YE zS(‘) if Z E Skel(f) - Skel( g), 
c. skel(Z ah J)(Z) = r(Z) * YE Skel(f), Yc zJ(‘) if ZE Skel( g) - Skel(f), 
d. skel(Z @,, J)(Z) = /zl, and otherwise. 
PROPOSITION 3.3 [Bi]. Let f be a format over Z, let PC Z such that f jp is a 
format and let g = f 1 r. Let Z be an instance over f and r = skel(Z). Then skel(Z[ g]) is 
the smallest URSA-instance over Skel( g) containing nr (r) or, equivalently, 
VZ E SW g), skWCg1 I(Z) = n (4 Yz)) with Y,= u Y. 
Z YeR,YnP=Z 
In order to simplify the interpretation of the V-selection in terms of relational 
operations and for the purpose of Section 5, we show below that the V-selection can 
be decomposed into simple V-selections involving only conditions of the form “3” 
(called simple 3-V-selection), Verso projections, unions, differences, and joins. 
We start with the decomposition of the simple V-selection. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let Y be a Verso simple selection over the format f Then Y is 
equivalent4 to a Verso expression build with the following Verso operations: projec- 
tion, simple 3-V-selection, union, difference, and join. 
Before the proof, we introduce notations used throughout the paper: 
1. Given a format f, we denote “Branch(f)” the set {Zl ZE Skel(f) and 
Z E Y implies Z = Y for YE Skel( f )}. Intuitively, each element of Branch(f) is the 
set of attributes occurring in one branch of the tree representation off and we say 
that f is a linear format when the cardinality of Branch( f ), denoted # Branch( f ), 
is equal to 1. 
3 Let r and s be two database instances over R, r <s iff VXE R r(X) GS(X). 
4 The notion of equivalence between Verso expressions is defined in the standard way. 
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2. Given a format f, “depth(f)” is defined in a standard way by: 
if f X then depth(f) = 0, 
iff=X(f,)* . . . (f,,)* then depth(f)= 1 +max{depth(f,)Ii= 1 . ..?r}. 
3. Given a Verso simple selection 9 E X: C(e,(y,) . . e,(9-)) over f = 
X(f,)* . . . (f,)* and g z X( g,)* . . . (g,)*, g, . . . g, nonempty, a subformat off, the 
projection of Y on g is the simple Verso selection X: C(e;(Y’,) . . . eh(9”,)) over g 
defined by 
Vjli~ [ 1 . . . m], ej = ei, and 9’; is the projection of Y: on gj, with gi subformat of fi. 
We now present the proof of Lemma 3.4. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on #Branch(f): 
a. #Branch(J) = 1. Then, by definition of Branch(f), f is a linear format. In 
order to show that (a)9 is equivalent to a Verso expression built with simple 
3-V-selections, projections, unions, differences, and joins, we proceed by induction 
on Idepth - f(Y)\, where 
if Y is a simple V-selection over X then # (9) = 0, and 
if Y = X: C(e,(y,)) is an expression of Verso simple selection over X(f,)*, 
then # (9’) = 1 + #(Y;) if e, = 3, and #(S) = 0 otherwise. 
a.1. Idepth( #(9)I =O, then depth(f)= #(Y) and by definition of 
#(9), Y is a simple 3-V-selection. Thus (a) is verified. 
a.2. (induction step on Idepth( #(!?‘)I). Assume now that for each 
linear format f and each expression of Verso simple selection 9’ 
over f such that [depth(f)- #(9)\ <p, (a) is satisfied. Let 
f= X( Y,(..*( Y,!)*...)*, Y, . . . Y, nonempty, be a linear format and Y a 
simple V-selection over S such that Idepth( # (sl’)l = In-- # (9)I 
=p+l. Let k=#(Y), then: ,y=X:C(e,(Y,:C,(...(e,(Y,:C,)...), 
where for i=l...k, e,=3 and e,+,E{J,?}. Let us consider 
gzX(Yi(...( Yk)*...)* and the simple V-selections Y’ and $ over f 
and g, respectively, defined by 
~‘zX:C(~‘,(Y,:C,(...(~~(Y,~:C,)...), where for i=l...k+l, ei=3 and 
for i=k+2...n, e/=ei; 
9, is the projection of Y on g. 
Because In - (k + 1 )I d p, by induction hypothesis, (a) is satisfied for f 
and 9’. On the other hand, 9f is a simple 3-V-selection. In order to 
conclude, it suffices to note that: 
if e k + i = ?, then by definition of the Verso union, selection and projection, 
Y is equivalent to (9, 0 [ g] ) 0, (9’); and 
if e k + , = il, then by definition of the Verso difference, selection, and 
projection, Y is equivalent to (y9 0 [g]) Or ([ g ] 0 9’). 
In both cases, (a) is satisfied. 
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b (induction step on #Branch(f)). Let us assume now that (IX) is satisfied 
for any simple V-selection 9’ over f such that #Branch(f) 6 p. Consider now Y 
simple V-selection over f such that #Branch(f) = p + 1. Let VE Branch(f) and 
assume that f is a format on Z. Then consider the subformats g =fl v and 
h =fl z- v of f and 9, (resp. Y;) the projection of 9’ on g (resp. on h). Then by 
definition of the Verso projection, selection, and join, Y is equivalent to 
($0 Cd) Os~%o CW Because #Branch(g) = 1 and #Branch(h) < p, by 
induction hypothesis, (M) is verified for 9, over g and 9, over h. In conclusion (01) is 
verified for Y over J 1 
The next result states that any Verso selection can be expressed by a Verso 
expression involving only Verso projections, simple V-selections, and joins. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let Y be a Verso selection over the format J Then Y is equivalent 
to a Verso expression build with the following Verso operations: projection, simple 
V-selection, join. 
Before the proof, let us introduce a new notation: 
Given a Verso selection Y = X: C(e,(Y,) I S, . . . e,JYn) 1 S,) over a format f, the 
depth of Y is defined by: 
if Y = X: C and f- X then depth(Y) = 0, otherwise 
depth(Y) = max( (depth(z.) ( i= 1 . . . n}) if ViF [l . . . n]Si= 0, then 
depth(Y) = depth(f) otherwise. 
Intuitively, depth(Y) gives the “first” level at which “additional conditions” have 
been introduced. Note in particular that depth(Y) = 0 implies that Y is a simple 
V-selection. 
Proof: In order to show that (a) there exists a Verso expression of projection, 
simple V-selection and join equivalent to Y, we proceed by induction on 
I #Branch(f) + depth(Y)/. 
a. I #Branch(f) + depth( = 1. Then #Branch(j) = 1 (S is a linear 
format) and depth(Y) = 0, i.e., Y is a simple V-selection. Thus (~1) is verified. 
b (induction on I #Branch(f) + depth(Y) Assume now that for each 
Verso selection 9’ over f such that I #Branch(f) + depth( < p, (a) is verified. 
Let us consider Y over f such that I #Branch(f) + depth( = p + 1. Let 
depth(f) = n and depth(Y) = k. Let g be the greatest linear subformat off and let 
depth(g) = q. Then 
f= X( Y,(...( Yq(fi)* . ..)*. 
g=X( Y,(...( r,,* . ..)*. 
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where for each iE [l . . . q], Si is a set of expressions of the form e’(Y’) with Y’V- 
selection over hi= Y,(...(Y,(fr)* . . . (f,)* . ..)* and thus depth(F) < depth(h,) = 
depth(f) - i < n. 
Two cases have to be examined: 
Case 1. depth(f) -depth(Y) < q, i.e., n - k < q. Then, Vi E [ 1 . . . n -k], Si = @ 
and Snek+, #a. Consider h=X(Y,(...(Y,-,)*...)* and assume that Snek+, = 
S’u (e’(S)}. Let g/be the V-selection over f defined by 
~p~:C(e,(Y,:C,(...e,(Y,:C,(W)IS,)...IS,_,+,)IS’)I0...)10 
and $ be the V-selection over f defined by 
Y4rX:C(e,(Y,:C,(...e,-,(Y,-,: C,-,(e’(Y’)))...). 
By definition of the Verso projection, selection, and join, Y is equivalent to the 
Verso expression (5$) Or ([A] 0 9&). 
We continue the proof by induction on the cardinality of S, Pk+, , denoted 
#L/c+,. 
b.1. #S,-,+, = 1. Then S’= @ and depth(y/) < k. Note also that by 
construction, depth(94)<depth(S’)<n-(n-k+1)=k-1<k. By 
induction hypothesis, we deduce that (a) is verified for 9/ ober f and 
for y4 over f, and thus (a) is verlied for Y over f: 
b.2. The induction step on #S,- k+ I is obvious and thus not developed. 
Case 2. depth(f) - depth(Y) > q, i.e., n -k 2 q. Then, VIE [ 1 . . . q], Si= 0. Let 
us consider, for example, h E X( Y,(...( Y,(fi)*...)* and h’ = X( Yr(...( Yy(f2)* . . . 
(&)* . ..)*. Let 9, and yA, be the V-selections over h and h’, respectively, defined by 
Y4=X:C(e,(Y,: C,(...e,(Y,:C,(e;(W,)(R,))...) 
Y,. = X:C(e,( Y1 :C,(... eq( Y,:C,(e;(92)l R2 . . . eL(B?-) 1 R,))...). 
Then by definition of the Verso projection, selection, and join, Y is equivalent to 
the Verso expression (yAo [k]) @,-(yAPo [k’]). Now clearly #Branch(h)<n and 
#Branch(F) < n; thus by induction hypothesis, (a) is verified for yA over h and for 
9,. over h’. In conclusion, (a!) is verified for Y over J: 1 
We are able now to state that: 
THEOREM 3.6. Let Y be a Verso selection over the format f: Then Y is equivalent 
to a Verso expression involving only the following Verso operators: projection, simple 
Y-V-selection, union, difference, and join. 
Because the Verso selection operation can be decomposed using the Verso 
projection, simple 3-V-selection, union, difference, and join, we only present here 
the relational interpretation of the simple 3-V-selection. 
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PROPOSITION 3.7 [AB2]. Let f be a format and 9’ be a simple I-V-selection over 
f: Let 2 be an instance over f and r = skel(Z). Then VZE Skel(f ), skel(Y(Z))(Z) = 
&-(a(r)), where cr is the relational expression defined over R = Skel( f) by 
CT=* zERISelectc[Z]], with C= A C,, C ,, condition on Y occuring in Y. 
YSZ 
4. SCHEMA TABLEAU TO REPRESENT PSJ EXPRESSIONS 
Tableaux have been successfully introduced and used to optimize a subset of 
relational expressions and to test implication of data dependencies [ ASUl, ASU2, 
Kl, MMS]. In the last section, we shall show that tableaux can also be used to test 
whether a relational PSJ expression can be “equivalently expressed” by a Verso 
selection followed by a Verso projection. 
The following presentation contains classical definitions and results on tableaux. 
However, these definitions and results are slightly modified in order to take into 
account: 
1. conditions more general than conditions of the form A = a (our approach is 
somehow different from the one of [Kl]) and that 
2. tableaux are for us a two-dimensional representation of relational PSJ 
expressions defined over hierarchical schemas and applied to database instances 
satisfying the URSA. 
In order to define a schema tableau, we need some intermediate concepts which 
are now presented. In a natural way, with each attibute A of U, we associate an 
infinite set of symbols called A-variables. These sets of variables, denoted by 
VAR(A) for each attribute A, satisfy the following conventional properties: 
a. for each A, BE U, VAR(A) n DOM(B) = @ and 
b. if A # B, VAR(A) n VAR(B) = 121. 
A condition on an attribute A is simply defined like a condition on (A}. We 
choose to define a schema tableau as a set of particular tuples called criteria. 
DEFINITION. Let A be an attribute and V a set of attributes. Then 
1. An elementary criterion over A is a pair (x, C), where x E VAR(A) and C 
is a condition on A. triter(A) denotes the set of all criteria over A. 
2. A criterion v over V is a mapping from V to UAE y triter(A) such that 
v(A) E triter(A) for each A in V. criter( V) denotes the set of all criteria over V. 
In the following, we denote by c. var (resp. c .cond) the first (resp. second) com- 
ponent of an elementary criterion c. We use, in a natural way, two operations on 
criteria, namely projection and join. Let v, w be criteria over V and W, respectively. 
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First assume that VE W, then the projection of v on W, denoted JJW(v), is the 
criterion over W defined by: VA E W, n,(v)(A) = v(A). 
Now if VA E Vn W, v(A) .var = w(A). var then the join of u and w, denoted 
v * w, is defined as the criterion over Vu W by 
1. VA E V- W, (v * w)(A) = v(A); and VA E W- V, (v * w)(A) = w(A) 
2. VAE Vn W, (v* w)(A).var=u(A).var=w(A).var, and 
VAE Vn W, (u* w)(A).cond=o(A).cond A w(A).cond. 
Before the formal definition of a schema tableau, Fig. 4.1 presents a schema 
tableau over R = { {COURSE}, {COURSE, BOOK}, {COURSE, STUDENT} } 
on the form of a table: 
-each column is associated with an attribute, and 
-each row represents a criterion. 
An empty intersection of a row and a column in the table simply means that the 
criterion represented by this row is not defined over the attribute corresponding to 
that column. For the sake of space in the table, the conditions of the elementary 
criteria do not include attribute names that are implicitly given by the columns in 
which the elementary criteria are contained. 
The formal definition of a schema tableau is given below: 
DEFINITION. Let R be a relational schema. Then a schema tableau T over R is a 
pair (to, T) where: 
1. T is a finite set of criteria such that: 
a. VVET, VECRITER(V)~~S~RIV=U,.,Y, 
b. Vv,wET,v(A).var=w(A).var*u(A).cond=w(A).cond, 
c. VU,WET,VAEU, v(A).condow(A).condoA=a, for some UE 
Dom( A) implies v(A) . var = w(A) . var; 
2. for some VII” u YtR K t, E CRITER( I’& and VAEV,,/,~UET, 
t,,(A) = u(A). 
Intuitively, 1.a states that the criteria in T are not defined on arbitrary sets of 
attributes but on unions of relation schemas in R; 1.b restricts the occurrences of 
COURSE STUDENT BOOK 
(x 1, “math”) (y2,Trud summary 
FIG. 4.1. A schema tableau. 
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the same variable in T to be associated with the same condition; 1.c is needed to 
keep track of elementary criteria of the form (x, x = a) that should be treated as 
constant symbols (in particular, (x, x = a) and ( y, y = a) both represent the same 
constants symbol a). Finally, 2 defines what is conventionally called the summary 
of the tableau; note that it does not need to be defined over a union of elements in 
R but each of its elementary criteria should at least have one occurrence in T. 
The set of elementary criteria occurring in a set T of criteria is denoted criter( T). 
Following the standard procedure [ASUI, ASU2, MMS], we continue our 
presentation by associating with a schema tableau T over R, a mapping on the set 
of database instances over R. More precisely, at that point of the presentation, the 
relational database schemas considered are hierarchical database schemas (format 
skeletons) and the database instances on hierarchical schemas are restricted to the 
one satisfying the URSA (that is, to instance skeletons). 
First, the notion of a valuation of a set of variables is introduced. 
DEFINITIONS. Let H be a subset of UAEU VAR(A). Then a valuation p of H is a 
mapping from H to UA E u DOM(A) such that x E VAR(A) entails p(x) E DOM(A). 
Let H be a set of elementary criteria. Then a valuation p of H is a mapping from 
{x~cEH, c.var=x} to UAtU DOM(A) such that Vce H, p(c.var) /= c.cond. 
In the following, if p is a valuation of a set H of elementary criteria and c is in H, 
p(c) designates p(c . var). As a straightforward generalization of the preceding 
definition, a valuation p of a set T of criteria is defined as a valuation p of the set 
criter( T). If v is in T and v is a criterion over P’, p(v) denotes the tuple over V 
defined by p(v)(A) = p(v(A)) for each A in V and p(T) denotes the set of tuples p(v) 
such that u is in T. 
We now exhibit the mapping on URSA-instances over a hierarchical schema R, 
induced by a schema tableau over R. 
DEFINITION. Let R be a hierarchical schema and T = (t,, T) be a schema 
tableau over R: 
1. Let p be a valuation of T and r be an URSA-instance over R. Then p is a 
valuation of T into r iff s E r, where s is the instance over R defined by 
VVE R, W’)=fl MT)). 
V 
2. Assume to defined over V,,. Then, V, is called the target schema of T and 
the mapping from the set of URSA-instances over R into REL( V,,) associated with T 
is defined by: For each URSA-instance r over R, 
T(r) = {dtd I P is a valuation of T into r }. 
In Fig. 4.2, an URSA-instance r over R = ({COURSE}, (COURSE, BOOK}, 
{COURSE, STUDENT} > ’ p is resented as well as the instance T(r) defined over 
{COURSE, STUDENT), where T is the schema tableau given in Fig. 4.1. 
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phys bl 
“instance r over R satisfying the URSA” 
yyFJ 
“result of the mapping associated with the schema 
tableau T. applied on the instance r” 
FIG. 4.2. Mapping associated with a schema tableau. 
Before showing how to build a schema tableau that defines the same mapping as 
a PSJ-expression, we give some results characterizing tableaux equivalence. 
Intuitively, two schema tableaux are equivalent if they induce the same mapping. 
Formally: 
DEFINITION. Let R be a hierarchical schema. Let T and T’ be two schema 
tableaux over R having the same target schema. Then: 
1. T is included in T’, denoted T E T’, iff T(r) E T’(r) for each URSA-instance 
r over R, and 
2. T and T’ are equivalent, denoted T E T’, iff T ET’ and T =, T’. 
We first show that two tableaux are equivalent if they are “equal” modulo some 
renaming of variables. To present this first result, we use the notion of a schema 
tableau version. 
DEFINITION. Let c and c’ be two criteria on A. Let T = (to, T), T’ = (tb, T) be 
two schema tableaux over R. Then: 
1. c’ is a version of c iff c . cond o c’ . cond. 
2. T is a version ofT’ iff there exists a l-l onto mapping u from triter(T) into 
criter(T’) such that: 
a. Vc E triter(T), D(C) is a version of c, 
b. o(t,) = tb, and 
c. u(T)= {U(U)lUE T} = T’. 
Now we have the following result: 
THEOREM 4.1. Let T, T’ be two schema tableaux over R. rf T is a version of T’ 
then T and T’ are equiualent. 
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The second result gives a characterization of tableau inclusion. In order to 
present this result, we define a mapping on schema tableaux called containment 
mapping. 
DEFINITION. Let T = (to, T), T’ = (t& T) be two schema tableaux over R. Let 8 
be a mapping from triter(T) into criter(T’). Then 8 is a containment mapping from 
T into T’ iff: 
1. @to)= tb, and 
2. Vu E T, VZE R, Z E V implies 3’ E T such that, assuming u E CRITER( V) 
and u’ E criter( V’): 
a. ZEV 
b. VA E Z, v’(A). cond * u(A). cond, and 
c. nz C@(u)1 = n, cu. 
We now characterize the inclusion of two tableaux T = (to, T) and T’ = (tb, T’) 
using the concept of containment mapping. We say that T is “unbound” if 
there exists a valuation of T such that each pair of distinct elementary criteria 
in T are interpreted by distinct constants. For example, let T = (to, T) with 
T=((x,A=avA=u’), (x’, A=avA=a’), (x”, A=uvA=u’)}, then there 
exists no valuation p of T such that p(x) # p(x’), p(x) # p(x”), and p(x’) # p(x”); 
thus T is “bound.” A simple procedure follows for testing whether a schema tableau 
is “bound” or unbound.” 
Procedure BOUND; 
input: T = (t,, T) schema tableau over R. output: BOUND, UNBOUND. 
begin 
for each A E UZER Z, let var(A, T) = { 1 c c E criter( T) and c E triter(d)}. 
for each c~var(A, T), let val(c)= {alu~Dom(A) and a k c.cond}. 
for each A E UZER Z do 
for each c E var(A, T) do 
if val(c) # 0 then for each c E var(A, T) do 
choose a in val(c); 
for each c’E var(A, T) do val(c’) = val(c’) - {a}; 
else exit(nouNr>); 
eXit(UNBOUND) 
end; 
THEOREM 4.2. Let T = (t,, T), T’ = (tb, T) be two schema tableaux over the 
hierarchical schema R such that T is unbound. Then T E T’ iff there exists a contuin- 
ment mapping 9 from T’ into T. 
Before proceeding to the proof of Theorem 4.2, two examples are presented that 
intuitively justify conditions 2.b and 2.c of the above definition. 
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EXAMPLE 4.1. Let R = { {COURSE}, {COURSE, BOOK}, {COURSE, 
STUDENT} }. C onsider the two schema tableaux T, = (tl, T,) and T2 = (tz, T2) 
over R represented in Figure 4.3. 
Let 0, be the identity mapping from criter( T,) into criter( T,). It is easy to check 
that 8, satisfies the definition of a containment mapping from T, into T,. Note that 
0, maps both first and second “rows” of T, on the single “row” of T, . 
Note also here that o1 is a bijection and (0, ) ’ is a containment mapping from 
T, into T,. Then by Theorem 4.2 and the definition of tableau equivalence, we have 
T, = T,. In fact, we will see later that T, is the schema tableau over R associated 
with the relational expression 
c,~,, CSeleckouRsE =-math”C C OURSE, STUDENT1 
* [Select BoOK = ..bl., [COURSE, BOOK]]]] 
and T, is obtained by the join of the two criteria of T,. 
EXAMPLE 4.2. Let R be the hierarchical schema of Example 4.1. Consider the 
two tableaux T, = (f2, T2) and T, = (tJ, Tj) over R represented in Fig. 4.3. Let 0, 
be the mapping from criter( T,) into criter( T,) defined by 
0,((xl, math)) = (xl, math), fJ,((zl, = “bl” v “b2”)) = (zl, = “bl”). 
Note that 8, maps the first (resp. second) “row” of T, on either “row” of T2 
(resp. on the second “row” of T,) and that e,((zl, =“bl” v “b2”))* 
(zl, = “bl” v “b2”). Thus 8, is a containment mapping from T, into T, and by 
Theorem 4.2 we have: T, cT,. In fact, we will see later that T, is the schema 
tableau associated with the relational expression 
,lEsE C CSeleckouRsE = -math-- CCOURW 
* [Select,oo, =..,,,.. v BooK =.sb2.. [COURSE, BOOK]]. 
-1 p 
“schema tableau Tl” 
“schema tableau T2” 
COURSE STUDENT BOOK 
(xl.=“math”) 
(xl.=“math”) 
(x I.= “math”) (zl.z’blj‘b2”) 
“schema tableau T3” 
FIG. 4.3. Containment mapping. 
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Note here that there is no containment mapping from T, into Tj. Thus T2 and T, 
are not equivalent. Neither are the relational expressions given in Example 4.1 and 
the relational expression given above. 
We now proceed to the proof of Theorem 4.2. 
Proof: (a) Assume first that T = (to, T) and T’ = (I;, T) are two schema 
tableaux over R such that there exists a containment mapping 8 from T’ into T. We 
show that T(r) E T’(r) for each URSA-instance r over R. Let r be an URSA- 
instance over R and let p be a valuation of T into r. Consider p’ defined over 
criter( T) by p’(u’) = p(O(u’)) for each u’ E criter( T). We show that p’ is a valuation 
of T into r: 
a, let u = O(u’), then by definition of a containment mapping we have v . 
cond * u’ . cond. To establish that p’ is a valuation of T, it suffices to use the fact 
that p is a valuation of T. 
b. Consider now the relational instances s and s’ respectively defined over R 
by 
i. VZE R 4Z) = LMT)), 
ii. VZE R, s’(Z) = &(p’(T’)). 
Let w be a criterion in T defined over W and let Z be in R such that ZG W. 
Using the definition of a containment mapping, we have 
3utz Vl’n CRITER( V) such that Zc V and n (O(M~)) = n (u), i.e., 
!’ MO(w))) = v (P’(W)) = “;p(u,,. 
z 
z 
From this, we deduce that (al) s’(Z) c s(Z) for each Z in R. By hypothesis, p is a 
valuation of T into r, then (tx2) s(Z) 5 r(2) f or each Z in R. From (cI,) and (tlz), we 
have s’(Z) E s(Z) E r(Z) for each Z in R, and then p’ is a valuation of T’ into r. We 
have shown that for each valuation p of T into r there exists a valuation p’ of T’ 
into r and because O(tb) = I,, p(tO) = p’(tb), this implies that T(r) c T’(r) as desired. 
(e) Assume now that T = (to, T) and T’ = (tb, T’) are two schema tableaux over 
R such that T(r) c T’(r). T and T’ have the same target schema. It remains to 
exhibit a containment mapping from T’ into T. 
By assumption, T is unbound and thus there exists a valuation p of criter( T) 
such that p is a l-l, onto mapping from triter(T) into K=p(criter(T)). 
NOW let r be the URSA-instance defined over R by: VZE R, r(Z) = 
{&(p(v))J UE T}. Then ~(t,,) ET(~). By hypothesis, T ST’ then jet’. By 
definition of T’(r), we deduce that there exists a valuation p’ of T’ into r such that 
p’(tb) = p(to). Thus we have by definition of a valuation of 7” into r that: 
for each Z in R. 
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Now consider the mapping 8 = p - ’ 0 p’ from criter( T’) into criter( 7’). We show that 
8 is a containment mapping from T’ into T. Let v’ E T’ n CRITER( V’) and ZE R, 
ZE V’. From (a), there exists VE Tn CRITER( V) such that ({) n&‘(v’)) = 
l-I.&(v)) thus 
a. ZE V. 
b. Suppose there exists A E Z such that v(A) -cond does not imply 
v’(A) .cond. Then there exists a~ DOM(A) such that a k v(A) .cond and 
a ‘f=/=v’ .cond. Let a=p(v(A)). By (0, (p’(v’(A)))=p(v(A))=a. Hence p’ is a 
valuation of T’, then a + v’(A), a contradiction. We proved that VA E Z, v(A) . 
cond - v’(A) . cond. 
c. From (6), we deduce that n,(@(v’)) = nz(p-’ 0 p’)(v’)) = 
L(W’ ~/NV’)), that is, JMe(v’)) = b(v). 
We proved above that 8 is a containment mapping from T’ into T. m 
We now exhibit three transformations on schema tableaux that preserve the 
mapping they initially define (i.e., transformations that produce equivalent 
tableaux). The first transformation uses the projection on criteria. 
DEFINITION. Let T = (to, T) be a schema tableau over R. Then the closure under 
projection of T according to R, denoted n(T), is the schema tableau (to, n(T)) 
over R where: 
n(T)= n(v)IvETandZER 
z 
Note that the closure under projection applied to a given schema tableau T over 
R produces a schema tableau with criteria over elements of R rather than over 
unions of elements of R. 
The second transformation is defined in terms of the join operation on criteria. 
DEFINITION. Let T = (to, T) be a schema over R. Then the closure under join of 
T, denoted *(T), is the schema tableau (to, *(T)) over R defined by 
*(T)=U,,,,, T’, where 
p=T and for i > 0, 
T ‘+‘={v*w~v~T,w~T’,andv,warejoinab1e}. 
Intuitively, the effect of the closure under join is to produce a schema tableau 
equivalent to T and having criteria (as many as possible) defined over unions of 
collections of elements of R. 
The last transformation on schema tableau is defined using a partial order over 
criteria. This partial order is defined as follows: 
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DEFINITIONS. Let I’, W be two sets of attributes, and u, w be two criteria defined 
over V and W, respectively. Then we say that v is less restrictive than w, denoted 
v<w, iff: 
1. Vc W, and 
2. VA E V, u(A). var = w(A). var and w(A). cond + u(A). cond. 
Now let T, 7” be two sets of criteria such that T’ c T, then T’ is a minimal represen- 
tation of T iff: 
1. ‘dv~ T, 3we T’IuGw, and 
2. Vu, w E T, v d w implies u = w. 
Note here that for any set of criteria T, there exists a subset T of T such that T’ 
is a minimal representation of T but T is not necessarily unique. 
For example, {(x, A < a A A > a)} and {(x, A #a)} are both minimal represen- 
tations of {(x, A <a A A > a), (x, A #a)}. However, if T = (to, T) is a schema 
tableau, then for each elementary criteria c and c’, by definition of a schema 
tableau, c . var = c’ . var implies c . cond = c’ . cond and thus T has a unique minimal 
representation. In the following, Min(T) denotes the schema tableau (to, Min(T)), 
where Min(T) is the minimal representation of T. 
We now show that the three preceding transformations produce equivalent 
tableaux. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let T be a schema tableau over R. Then T, n(T), s(T), and 
Min(T) are equivalent. 
The proof of this proposition is obvious using Theorem 4.2. 
We now describe how to construct a schema tableau T over R that defines the 
same mapping as a relational PSJ expression E over R. 
DEFINITION. Let R be a hierarchical schema and E a PSJ expression on R. Then 
the schema tableau (to, T) over R associated with E, denoted T,, is recursively 
defined by: 
1. If ES [Xl, where XE R, then 
to E CRITER(X) and VAEX, t,(A).cond=True, T= {to}. 
2. Let E, , E2 be two PSJ expressions on R with target schema Xi, X1, respec- 
tively. Let T,, = (tl, T,) and TE2= (t2, T,). 
a. If E=nn[CE,] and YGX,, then: 
to=n (t1) and T= T,. 
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b. If E - Select, [E, ] and C = AA E X, C, , where C, is a condition over 
{A), then 
f, E CRITER( X, ), 
VAEX1, t,(A).var=t,(A).varandt,(A).cond=t,(A).cond A CA, 
and if t,,(A). cond o A = a for some a E Dam(A) then for each 
c E criter( T,) n triter(A) such that c . cond o A = a, rename c . var by 
t,,.var, T= (o*wlu~T,, w=nu(to) with Y= {AIt,,.var=v.var}}. 
C. if E = [E, * E,] and X, n X, # 0. We assume that for each u E T,, 
WET,, u(A).var=w(A).var iff AEXlnX,, u(A) = t,(A) and 
w(A) = t2(A), or u(A) .cond o A = a. Then 
t,= t, * t,, 
T= u*w~u~T,uT,,w=~(t,)withY={A~t,.var=u.var} 
Y 
Before we give an example, note that the construction of T in part 2.a of the 
above definition is the usual one and consists in projecting the summary of Ton Y. 
The construction of T in part 2.b is almost the one given in [ASUl]; it consists in 
updating the conditions of the elementary criteria of t, according to C and in 
propagating this update in T,. Intuitively, the construction of T in part 2.c is the 
classical one, except that we have to update the conditions of the elementary 
criteria of T, and T2 according to the conditions C, = AA E X, n X2 t2. cond(A) and 
C,=A A E x1 n X2 t I . cond( A), respectively. 
EXAMPLE 4.3. Consider the hierarchical schema R = { {COURSE}, {COURSE, 
STUDENT}, {COURSE, BOOK}} and the following PSJ expression on R: 
E = n CSelect,,,,,,, = sstoto- [[COURSE, STUDENT] * [COURSE, BOOK] 1. 
COURSE 
Let E,, E2, E,, E, be the relational expressions obtained by decomposition of E: 
1. E, = [COURSE, STUDENT], 
2. E, = SelectsTuDENT = -,Oto- [E, I, 
3. E, = [COURSE, BOOK], and 
4. E,=E,*E,. 
The schema tableaux over R associated with E, , E,, E,, Ed, and E are represen- 
ted in Fig. 4.4. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let R be a hierarchical schema. Let E be a PSJ expression on R. 
Then TE(r) = E(r) for each instance r ouer R satisfying the URSA. 
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COURSE STUDENT BOOK 
(x 1 ,True) (y 1 .True) 
1 (x l.True) (y 1 .True) 
schema tableau associated with El 
schema tableau assocnated with E3 
schema tableau associated with E2 
COURSE STUDENT BOOK 
(xl.True) (yl.=“toto”) (zl.Troe) 
(xl.True) (yl.=“toto”) 
(x 1 .True) (z1,true) 
schema tableau associated with E4 
1 COURSE STUDENT BOOK 1 
schema tableau associated with E 
FIG. 4.4. Schema tableau associated with the PSJ expression E. 
The proof is straightforward and done by induction on the depth of the PSJ 
expression E. 
5. EFFICIENT EVALUATION OF RELATIONAL PSJ EXPRESSIONS 
BY VERSO SELECTION AND PROJECTION 
In [AB2], it is shown that the Verso algebra is “complete.” By “complete,” it is 
meant that any information retrievable from a URSA-instance defined over a 
hiearchical schema R, using the relational algebra can also be retrieved from the 
corresponding instance over a format f such that Skel(f) = R, using the Verso 
algebra. The proof [AB2] of the completeness of the Verso algebra provides a very 
naive technique for translating relational queries into Verso queries. 
Given a relational expression E, elementary subexpressions of E are first trans- 
lated using Verso simple selections and projections. Restructuring is applied in 
order to obtain Verso relations over flat formats, i.e., relations. Then clearly the 
relational projection, selection, restriction, renaming, union, difference, intersection, 
and Cartesian product are simulated respectively by the Verso projection, selection, 
restriction, renaming, union, difference, intersection, and Cartesian product. A sim- 
ple way to simulate the relational join is to use restructuring and the Verso join. 
Example 5.1 illustrates this naive way to translate relational queries (involving 
joins). 
EXAMPLE 5.1. Let f = COURSE(STUDENT)*(BOOK)* be a format. Then, 
R = Skel( f) = { {COURSE}, {COURSE, STUDENT}, {COURSE, BOOK} }. 
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Consider the query: Give the COURSES attended by the STUDENT “toto” and for 
which the BOOK “b” is required. 
Using the relational algebra, this query can be expressed by 
E=n COURSE~EI *Ed, where 
E, = Select s,-u,,m-n = toto [COURSE, STUDENT1 
E, = Select BOOK = ..b” [COURSE, BOOK]. 
The naive translation of the relational expression E follows: 
Let 
y; = COURSE: 3(STUDENT) ?(BOOK) 
and 
Y2 = COURSE: ?(STUDENT) 3(BOOK). 
Let 
g = COURSE, STUDENT 
and 
h = COURSE, BOOK. 
Then, roughly speaking, r r = restruct,( [COURSE, STUDENT] 0 9,) applied to an 
instance Z over f returns r(COURSE, STUDENT), where r = skel(Z). Thus t1 
translates [COURSE, STUDENT]. 
In the same way, t2 = restruct,( [COURSE, BOOK] 0 Y2) translates [COUR- 
SE, BOOK]. Note that the target formats g and h of 5, and r2 are flat formats. 
Now. let 
9’“; = COURSE, STUDENT: STUDENT = “toto” 
and 
9’; = COURSE, BOOK: BOOK = “b.” 
<; = 9’“; o <i translates E, and 5; = Y; 0 t2 translates E,. Note that the target for- 
mats g and h of 5’1 and <; are again flat formats. 
Finally, let 
g’ = COURSE(STUDENT)* 
and 
h’ = COURSE(BOOK)*. 
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The Verso expression 5 = [COURSE] 0 (restruct,(<;) @,-restruct,(<;)) translates 
E. (The restructuring restruct,, is a compaction; applied on an.instance I over g, it 
has the effect, for each COURSE to group the STUDENTS registered in that 
COURSE. In the same manner, restruct ,,,, applied on an instance I over h, groups 
for each COURSE the BOOKS required for the COURSE.) 
We conclude our example by proposing a more succinct and natural translation 
of the relational expression E: Let 
9’ = COURSE: 3(STUDENT: STUDENT = “toto”) 
3(BOOK: BOOK = “b”), 
then the Verso expression t’= [COURSE] 09 translates E. 
In the following, we call Verso selection/projection expression any Verso 
expression consisting of a (unique) selection followed by a projection. As suggested 
by Example 5.1, some relational queries involving projection, selection, join can be 
simulated by Verso selection/projection expressions. Indeed some very natural 
queries (for example, “Give the COURSES for which no BOOK is required”) can 
be answered by a simple Verso selection (COURSE: ?(STUDENT) il(BOOK)) 
followed by a projection ([COURSE]), whereas they would require the use of 
difference in the relational model. 
In this section, our goal is to investigate the expressive power of the Verso 
selection: we are seeking a characterization of the relational expressions over 
hierarchical schemas using Verso selection/projection expressions over formats. In 
fact, because we are interested in a constructive characterization of such a class of 
relational expressions, we restrict our attention to relational projection-selection- 
join expressions. In fact, we characterize here schema tableaux that are not only 
representative of relational PSJ expressions but also representative of Verso selec- 
tion/projection expressions. 
We proceed in four steps and successively provide the properties that should be 
satisfied by the schema tableau associated with a relational PSJ expression E in 
order to decide that E can be translated by 
1. a simple &V-selection, 
2. a simple 3-V-selection followed by a Verso projection, 
3. a simple V-selection (with no d symbol, called simple 3-?-V-selection) 
followed by a Verso projection, and 
4. a V-selection (with no d symbol, called 3-?-V-selection) followed by a 
Verso projection. 
We start our discussion by defining the notion of equivalence between Verso 
expressions and relational expressions. Intuitively, a relational expression E over a 
hierarchical schema R and a Verso expression r over a format f such that 
R = Skel(f) are equivalent iff for each URSA-instance r over R, E(r) is “equal” to 
t(Z), where r = skel(Z). Formally, we have: 
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DEFINITION. Let f be a format and R = Skel(f). Let 5 be a Verso expression on 
f with target format g and let E be a relational expression on R. Then E and l are 
equivalent (we also say that t translates E) iff 
VIE Inst(f), VZ E Skel( g), skeUtl(ONZ) = n W(r)), where r = skel( I). 
z 
Clearly, because the Verso model allows one to represent and manipulate incom- 
plete information (null values of type “does not exist”), it arises that for a Verso 
query (for example, the Verso simple selection COURSE: ?(STUDENT) 
?(BOOK)) there exists no equivalent relational query. From Proposition 3.7, we 
are able to state that if Y is a simple 3-V-selection over f then there exists a 
relational PSJ expression E equivalent to Y. 
The two following results give a characterization of Verso selection/projection 
expressions for which there exists equivalent relational PSJ expressions. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let f be a format and R = Skel(f ). Let 9’ be a simple 3-?-V-s&c- 
tion on f and P a set of attributes such that g= f Ip is a format. There exists a PSJ 
expression E equivalent to [g] 0 Y iff there exists a simple I-?-V-selection Y’ on f 
such that: 
1. [g] 09” is equivalent to [g] o,lp, and 
2. there exists h subformat off such that h] r = g and Y’ projected on h is a 
simple 3-V-selection. 
Proof (e) Assume that there exists a simple &?-V-selection 9” satisfying con- 
ditions 1 and 2 of Theorem 5.1. Then [ g] 0 Y is equivalent to [ g] 0 (9” 0 [h] ), 
where 9”’ is the projection of 9” on h. By hypothesis, 9” is a simple 3-V-selection 
on h and there exists a PSJ expression E” on R” = Skel(h) such that E” is 
equivalent to 9’“. It is clear that R” E R and thus E” is a PSJ expression on R. 
From Proposition 3.3, it is immediate that E” is equivalent to 9” 0 [h] and thus 
E=n,(E”) is equivalent to Y”o[h] and thus E=n,(E”) is equivalent to 
[g] 0 (9”’ 0 [h]), i.e., [g] 0 Y. 
(3) Assume now that there exists E equivalent to [g] 0 9’. In order to show 
that: (ct) there exists a 3-?-V-selection Y’ on f satisfying conditions 1 and 2 of 
Theorem 5.1, we proceed by induction on # Branch(f ). 
a. #Branch(f) = 1. Then f is a linear format. We proceed by induction on 
Idepth( f) - # (Y)I, where # (9’) is defined like in the proof of Lemma 3.4: 
a.1. ]depth(f)- #(9’)I =O, then depth(f)= #(Y) and Yis an expression 
of simple 3-V-selection. Thus (~1) is satisfied by 9’. 
a.2. Assume now that for each linear format f and each expression of 
Verso simple selection Y over f such that Idepth( f) - # (Y)I 6 p, (a) is satisfied. 
Consider 
f= x(Y,(...(Y,)*...)* 
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and 
SPrX:C(e,(Y,:C,(...(e,(Y,:C,)...) 
such that /depth(f) - # (y)I = p + 1. 
Then (see proof of Lemma 3.4), we have that Y is equivalent to 
t = (Y;o CM)@,%, where 
with e:=3 for i= 1 . ..k+ 1 and e:=ei for i=k+2...n, 
Y; is the projection of 9’ on h2 = X( Y,(...( Yk)*...)*. 
Let I be an instance over f: Let r denote skel(Z). Then 
if ZE Skel(h,): 
~keWWCM)~U) = n Week A c1 ,, ,.. ,, ck skW)(XY, . . . Y,)) 
z 
and 
if ZE Skel(f) - Skel(h,), skel((Y;(Z[hz]))/)(Z) = 0. 
Now, let r1 = skel((z(Z)) and r2 = skel((9$(Z[h”]))-“). Note that VZE Skel(h,), 
r,(Z) E rz(Z). Using Proposition 3.2, we have 
if ZE Skel(h,), skel(5(OW) = r2(Z) u r,(Z) = rAZ), 
if ZE Skel(f) - Skel(h,), skel(<(Z))(Z) = r,(Z). 
Finally, using Proposition 3.3, we have 
VZ E Skel( g), sWW)Cgl)(Z) = fl (skel(5(0)(Zp)), 
where Z, = n YE SkelCf), Y A P = Z Y. 
By hypothesis, [g] 0 9, i.e., ([g] 0 5) is equivalent to some PSJ expression E. 
Thus, from the definition of equivalence and the definition of skel([g] o <), we 
deduce that either P G XY, . . . Y, or P E Y,, , . . . Y,. 
Case 1. PEXY, . . . Y,. Then Y satisfies (a). 
Case2. PE Y,,,... Y,. Then, it is clear that [ g] 0 Y is equivalent to [g] 0 Sp, .
( #(f) - # (Y;)l d p, thus, by the induction hypothesis there exists 9sP; such 
that [g] 09’“; is equivalent to [g] 09, and there exists h subformat of f such 
that h I,, = g and 9’; projected on h is a simple El-V-selection. In conclusion, 9’; 
satisfies (IX). 
b. The induction step on #Branch(f) is done using the decomposition of Y 
given in the induction step on #Branch(f) in the proof of Lemma 3.4. This step of 
the proof is not developed here. 1 
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THEOREM 5.2. Let f be a format and R = Skel(f ). Let 9 be a S?-V-selection 
over f and P a set of attributes such that g = f 1 r is a format. There exists a PSJ 
expression on R equivalent to [g] 0 9’ iff there exists a PSJ expression on R 
equivalent to [g] 0 Main(Y), where Main(Y) is defined by: 
tf Y is a V-selection over X then Main(Y) = Y 
if Y=X:C(e,(Y,) IS, . . . en( S,) then Main(Y) = X:C(e,(Main(Y;)) . . . 
e,Wain(,u7,))). 
The proof of Theorem 5.2 is done following the proof of Lemma 3.5, exactly like 
the proof of Theorem 5.1 has been done, using the proof of Lemma 3.4. 
Now the characterization of PSJ-expressions that can be translated by simple 
3-V-selections follows. We first consider PSJ expressions E on a hierarchical 
schema R such that the set of elementary subexpressions [Z] of E covers R. 
DEFINITION. Let R be a relational database schema and E be a PSJ expression 
on R. Let R/E= { Z( Z E R and [Z] is a subexpression occurring in E}, then E is 
total on R iff UZERZ= UzcRIEZ. 
We now state the first result. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let f be a format and R = Skel(f ). Let E be a PSJ expression total 
on R. There exists a simple I-V-selection on f equivalent to E tff T, is equivalent to a 
schema tableau (to, it,}) such that to E CRITER( lJze RZ). 
Proof (a) Assume that there exists a simple 3-V-selection 9’ on f such that Y 
translates E. We show that: (c() T, is equivalent to some tableau (to, it,}), where 
t,ECRITER(UZ.RZ). 
From Proposition 3.7, we know that VZE: Inst(f ): VZE R, skel(Y(Z))(Z) = 
rIz(a), where 0 = *ZtR Select,[Z] with Cz=/\,,, C, and C, is the condition 
over the set of attributes Y occuring in Y. 
By hypothesis, Y and E are equivalent, i.e., VZE R, skel(Y(Z))(Z) = 
&(E(skel(Z)). From this, we deduce that E and e are equivalent and thus, to prove 
(tl) it suffices to prove that the schema tableau T, = (to, T’) is equivalent to 
(to, {to)) and to~CRITWUz,RZ). 
For each Z in R, let (v,, {vz}) be the schema tableau over R associated with 
Select&Z]. By definition, we have: 
a. T=U...{V,},V,ECRITER(Z), 
b. VZ,, Z2 E R, VA E Z, n Z,, v,,(A) = v,,(A), and 
C. t()= * ZE R vZ. 
Min(*(T’))= (to, {to}) is e q uivalent to T, and t, E CRITER( lJz. R Z). 
(-=) Conversely, assume that: (p) T, is equivalent to some tableau (to, {to}), 
where t,, E CRITER( U ZE R Z). Let us construct a simple j-v-selection Y equivalent 
to E. We naturally proceed by induction on # Branch(f ). 
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a. #Branch(f) = 1. Then f is a linear format. Let f= Y,,( Y,(...( Y,)*...)* and 
consider the simple 3-V-selection Y defined by Y,:C&i( Y,:C,(3(...(3( Y,:C,)*...)*, 
where for i=O . . . n, Ci = AA E y, t,(A ) . cond. 
By Proposition 3.7, we have VZE Inst(f): VZE R, skel(Y(Z))(Z) = l&(a), where 
o=*,..Select,[Z] with Cz=AAEZ 0 t (A) . cond. Because f is a linear format, g 
is equivalent to E’ = select, [ Y, Y1 . . . Y,] with C = A\i=O..,n Ci. 
Obviously, T,, is equivalent to (to, {t,}) and thus E' is equivalent to E. On the 
other hand, we have: VZE R, skel(Y(Z))(Z) = n,(E’(skel(Z)). Thus Y is equivalent 
to E’ and E’ equivalent to E implies that Y is equivalent to E. 
b. (induction step on #Branch(f)). Assume now that for each PSJ 
expression E on R such that #Branch(f) < p and satisfying (/I), there exists 
a simple 3-V-selection Y equivalent to E. Consider a PSJ expression E on R 
satisfying (B) such that #Branch(f) = p + 1. 
Assume that f is a format over Z, let VE Branch(R) and W= Z - V. Consider 
the two subformats g =fl y and h =flW off: 
Now let t,=n,,(t,)and tz=n,(t,). Then, T, =(t2, (t2}) (resp. T2=(t2, {tz})) 
is a schema tableau over R, = Skel( g) (resp. R, = Skel(h)). Obviously, there exists 
E, (resp. E,) such that T, (resp. T,) is equivalent to the schema tableau associated 
with E, (resp. the schema tableau associated with E2). By the construction of T, 
and T2, it is clear that the schema tableau associated with (E, * E,) is equivalent to 
(to, it,}) and thus E is equivalent to (E, * E2). 
By the induction hypothesis, we have: there exists yF (resp. $) simple El-V-selec- 
tion on g (resp. h) such that 9, (resp. yh) is equivalent to E, (resp. E2). 
Because Ilvnw(tl)=IlYnW(t2)=lJ yn &to), the projections of 9, and 9A over 
fl Yn W are equal. Thus let us consider now the simple 3-V-selection 9 on f defined 
by: 
- the projection of Y on g is 9,, and 
- the projection of Y on h is yA. 
By definition of the Verso projection, selection, and join, Y is equivalent to the 
Versa expression (y9 0 [g] O/94 0 [Zz]). E, (resp. E2) is a PSJ expression on R 
equivalent to y9 0 [ g] (resp. y4 0 [Zz] ). 
Let Z be an instance over f, I, = ($0 [g](Z))< and Z, = (Y;o [h](Z))‘; let 
r = skel(Z), rl = skel(Z,) and rz = skel(Z,). Then, VZE R, r,(Z) = &(E,(r)) and 
r2(Z) = &(E,(r)), and from Proposition 3.2 we have 
ifZER,nR,, 
skel(Z, OfZd(Z) = rlW*r2W) = n (E,(r))* fl (Mr)) = n (WI * 4)(r)) 
Z Z Z 
if ZER,-R2, 
skeU4 C$Z2z)(Z) = rlW * YER2.YCR, rz(Y) 
= v (W))* VFW U%(r)) = l-j ((El * W(r)) 
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if ZER,-R,, 
SW4 O/MZ)=rz(Z) *YER,,YER~‘+I(Y) 
= v (E,(r))* Jw (E,(r)) = n ((El * E*)(r)). 
Z 
Thus skel(1, @/I,) = nz(El * E,), 9’ is equivalent to (E, * &), and (E, * E,) 
equivalent to E implies that Y is equivalent to E. 1 
Now, we extend the preceding result and give the properties that should be 
satisfied for the schema tableau associated with a PSJ expression E total on 
R = Skel(f) in order to decide that there exists a simple 3-V-selection 9’ and a 
format g such that [g] 0 9’ is equivalent to E. 
LEMMA 5.4. Let f be a format and R = Skel( f ). Let E be a PSJ expression total 
on R. There exists a simple 3-V-selection Y on f and a projected format g off such 
that [g] c Y is equivalent to E iff T, is equivalent to some schema tableau (t,, { vO}) 
over R such that: 
1. v,ECRITER(U,.~ Z). 
2. t, E CRITER( P) and f 1 r = g. 
Note that t,, = np(vO). The proof of this result is obvious from Lemma 5.3 and 
the characterization (Theorem 3.3) of Verso projection in terms of relational 
expression. The proof is omitted here. 
We now examine the case where E is a PSJ expression on R and E is not total on 
R. This leads us to consider, simple 3-?-V-selection expressions on f: To present our 
next characterization, we first show that: if E is a PSJ expression on R = Skel( f ), 
then there exists a subformat h of f such that E is total on R’= Skel(h); the 
existence of a simple 3-V-selection on h equivalent to E, is then suff’cient to deduce 
the existence of a simple 3-?-V-selection on f equivalent to E. 
LEMMA 5.5. Let f be a format and R = Skel(f ). Let E be a PSJ expression on R. 
Then 
1. there exists h subformat off such that E is total on R’ = Skel(h), and 
2. tf there exists a simple 3-V-selection 9 on h such that 9 and E are quivalent 
(on R’), then there exists a simple 3?-V-selection Y’ on f such that [h] 0 Y’ and E 
are equivalent (on R). 
Proof We briefly sketch the proof. Let f be a format. Let P = Uz. R,E Z, and 
g = f 1 p. Then it is clear that g is a subformat of f and E is total on R’ = Skel( g). 
Let hi, i= 1 . . . m be the formats associated with the branches of the tree represen- 
tation off and cut by projection off on P. 
Let 9’ be a simple &V-selection on g such that 9’ translates E. NOW consider the 
3-?-V-selection 9’ on f defined by: 
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- the projection of 9’ on g is 9, and 
-if e”(Y”) is a subexpression of 9”, then 9” simple 3-?-V-selection on hi 
implies e” = ? (9’ is any simple 3-?-V-selection on hi, for example, the identity). 
9’0 [g] and E are equivalent (on R) and Y 0 [g] and [g] 0 9” are equivalent. 
Thus [g] 0 9” and E are equivalent. 1 
From the previous statement, we immediately deduce: 
LEMMA 5.6. Let f be a format and R = Skel( f ). Let E be a PSJ expression on R. 
There exists a simple I-?-V-selection Y on f and a projectedformat g off such that 
[g] 0 9’ and E are equivalent iffTE is equivalent to some schema tableau (to, {vO}) 
over R such that: 
1. v,ECRITER(U,,,,Z), R’GR and 
2. t,ECRITER(P) andfl,=g. 
The proof is immediate from Theorem 5.1, Lemma 5.4, and Lemma 5.5. 
Finally, we enlarge our discussion to encompass the general case: the final result 
characterizes relational PSJ expressions equivalent to 3-?-V-selection/projection 
expressions. (Recall here that a 3-?-V-selection does not contain “3” symbols). 
THEOREM 5.7. Let f be a format and R = Skel(f ). Let E be a PSJ expression on 
R. There exists a 3-?-V-selection Y on f and a projected format g off such that 
[g] o Y and E are equivalent iff T, is equivalent to some schema tableau (t,, T) over 
R such that: 
1. let t, E CRITER(P), then 
a. &+,E TI to=n,(v,), and 
b. flp=g. 
2. Vu, w E T, 3R’ E R, R’ # 0 such that (assuming v ECRITER( V) and 
w E CRITER( W)): 
a. VA E UZERC Z, v(A) = w(A), and 
b. VAEVnW,v(A)=w(A)impliesAEU,,..Zorv(A).condoA=afor 
some a E Dam(A). 
Before the presentation of the proof of Theorem 5.7, we give an intuitive inter- 
pretation of this result illustrated by examples. 
The schema tableau T, associated with a relational PSJ expression E is a non- 
procedural two-dimensional representation of E. Thus, intuitively E is equivalent to 
a 3-?-V-selection Y if T, can be seen as a two-dimensional representation of a 
3-?-V-selection 9. 
Roughly speaking, using the correspondence between the relational model and 
the Verso model on one hand and the syntax of a 3-?-V-selection on the other 
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hand, a schema tableau (to, T) over R = Skel(f) is a representation of 3-?-V-selec- 
tion Sp if: n(T) is the “skeleton of an instance” I over f such that 
(i) Z is a singleton, and 
(ii) if an elementary criteria c “occurs” twice in I then c . cond o A = a for 
some attribute A and some a E Dom(A ). 
EXAMPLE 5.2. Consider the format f COURSE(STUDENT(GRADE)*)*. 
Then R = Skel(f) = { {COURSE}, {COURSE, GRADE}, {COURSE, 
STUDENT >, {COURSE, STUDENT, GRADE} }, Consider the following 
relational PSJ expression on R: 
E- n [Selecto,,,..,,,,[C., STUD.,GR.] 
C.,STUD. 
* n [Select,,,,. = ..,OtOY. [C., STUD.] ] 
c. 
The schema tableau T associated with E is represented in Fig. 5.1. Note that T 
satisfies conditions 1 and 2 of Theorem 5.7. In Fig. 5.1, we also give the “instance Z 
over f’ whose “skeleton” is n(T). Note that Z satisfies (i) and (ii). From this 
“instance,” we immediately deduce the expression of ?I-?-V-selection Y on f such 
that [C., STUD.] 0 Y and E are equivalent. Y is represented in Fig. 5.1. 
The proof of Theorem 5.7 is now presented. 
Schema lableau associated with E 
COURSE ( STUDENT 
(x 1 .True) 
Represenlaiion of the tableau by an “instance” I over f 
COURSE 3( STUDENT 3( GRADE: >-IO )) I 
3 STUDENT: = “toto” ?( GRADE)) 
Versa-selection eouivalent to E 
FIG. 5.1. Intuitive interpretation of Theorem 5.7. 
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Proof (a) Assume that there exists a 3-.- 7 V-selection Y over f and a set P of 
attributes such that fl P = g is a format and [g] 0 Y is equivalent to E. In order to 
show that: (a) T, is equivalent to a schema tableau (to, T) satisfying conditions 1 
and 2 of Theorem 5.7, we proceed by induction on 1 #Branch(f) + depth(Y)]. 
a. 1 #Branch(f) + depth(Y)1 = 1. Then #Branch(f) = 1 (f is a linear 
format) and Y is a simple 3-?-V-selection. Thus from Lemma 5.6, we deduce that 
(a) is verified. 
b. (induction on I #Branch(f) +depth(Y)I). Assume now that for each 
3-?-V-selections Y over f such that 1 #Branch(f) + depth( Q p, (a) is verified. 
Consider now 9’ over f such that 1 #Branch(f) +depth(Y)I = p + 1. Let 
depth(f) = n and depth(Y) = k. Let f' be the greatest linear subformat of f and 
depth( f ‘) = q. Then 
f- x(Y,(...(Y,(f,)* .., (fm)*...)*, 
r--+------J 
YrX:C(e,(Y,:C,(...e,(Y,:C,(e;(~~)IR, . ..e~(~~)lR.)IS,)...)IS,, 
where for each in [ 1 . . . q], Si is a set of expressions of the form e’(F) with 
9” V-selection over hi- Y,(...(Y,(f,)* . . . (fm)* . ..)* and thus depth((Y’)d 
depth(h,) = depth(f) - i. 
Using Theorems 5.2 and 5.1, we can assume here that there exists g’ subformat of 
f with (6)g’l, = g and the projection of Main(Y) on g’ is a simple 3-V-selection. 
Let g’ be the greatest subformat off satisfying (6). Two cases have to be examined: 
Case 1. depth(f )-depth(Y) < q, i.e., n -k < q. Then, Vi E [ 1 . . . n - k], Si = Q5 
and Sn-k+l #a. Consider h=X(Y,(...(Y,-,)*...)*. 
- If g’ is a subformat of h and g’ #h then, assuming g’ =X( Y,(...( Yj)*...)*, 
j-en-k, by definition of the V-selection, 9 is equivalent to 
Y’~X:C(e,(Y,:C,(...e,(Y,:C,(W)IS,)...)lSj)l~...)l/zl. Depth(yO)<k, thus by 
induction hypothesis, (a) is verified for [g] oyO, i.e., for [g] 09’. 
- if h is a subformat of g’, then let Sri--k+ 1 = s’ u {e’(Y’)}, let 9/ and 9A be 
the V-selections over f, respectively, defined by 
By Lemma 3.5, we know that Y is equivalent of q of C/z] 0 Y;. Using the fact that 
h is a subformat of g’ and the definition of the Verso projection, selection, and join, 
we deduce that [g]o9’is equivalent to [g]o(([g’]o9/) @r([h]09h)). 
NOW, because the projection of Main (9’) on [g’] is a simple $V-&ction, we 
have 
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the projection of Main (Y;) on g’ is a simple 3-V-selection, and 
the projection of Main (&) on h is a simple 3-V-selection. 
Thus, using Theorem 5.2 we deduce that there exists E, and E, equivalent to 
[g’] 0 3 and [h] 0 9&, respectively. We have 
(a,,) n (E, * E2) is equivalent to [g] 0 (([g’] 0 S/r> @Jr( [h] oc4pR)), i.e., [g] 0 9’. 
P 
We continue the proof by induction on ‘the cardinality of SnPk+ I, denoted 
#Sn-,,I. 
b.1. #S,pk+ I= 1. Then s’ = 0 and depth(y,) < k. By construction, 
depth(yk) <k. By induction hypothesis, we deduce that: 
(0,) the schema tableau associated with E, is equivalent to a tableau 
T, = (tl, T,) that satisfies conditions 1 and 2 of Theorem 5.7. 
(02) the schema tableau associated with E, is equivalent to a tableau 
T, = (f2, r,) that satisfies conditions 1 and 2 of Theorem 5.7. 
From (w,), T, is equivalent to the schema tableau T= (to, 7’) 
associated with n,(E, * E2) and constructed using T, and Tz. In 
conclusion, (ol) and (wz) implies that T, satisfies conditions 1 and 
2 of Theorem 5.7. 
b.2. The induction step on #S,_ k + 1 is obvious and thus not developed. 
Case 2. depth(f) -depth(Y) 3 q, i.e., n -k B q. Then, Vi E [ 1 . . . q], S, = $3: 
- If g’ is a subformat of f’ and g’ # f’, then Y is equivalent to Main(Y). 
Depth (Main(Y)) = 0, thus by induction hypothesis, (CI) is verified for 
[g] o Main(Y) (i.e.) for [g] 0 Y. 
-If f’ is a subformat of g’, then let 9, and &, be the V-selections over 
h z A’( Y,(...( Y,(fi)*...)* and h’ =A/( Y,(...( Yy(f2)* . . . (f,,,)*...)*, defined by 
c~=X:C(e,(Y,(...e,(Y,:C,(e;(W,)IR,))...) 
~~,_X:C(e,(Y,:(...e,(Y,:C,(e;(~~)IR,...e~(~~)IR,))...). 
Then by Lemma 3.5, Y is equivalent to ((y40 [h] @r(,4PR)o [h’])). Using the fact 
that f’ is a subformat of g’ and the definition of the Verso projection, selection, and 
join, we deduce that [g]o9’ is equivalent to ([h,]osP,o [h] @,-([h’,]~~~~~[~‘l), 
where 
h 1 is the projection of h on the attributes of g’, 
h’, is the projection of h’ on the attributes of g’. 
Now, because the projection of Main(Y) on g’ is a simple 3-V-selection, we have 
the projection of Main on h 1 is a simple 3-V-selection, 
the projection of Main(ydY;.) on Ki is a simple &V-selection. 
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Thus, using Theorem 5.2, we deduce that there exists El and E, equivalent to 
[hl] o 9& and [hi] o 9&, respectively. We have 
(oO) (E, * E2) is equivalent to (C/r,] o y;ko [h]) ar( [hi] 0 yA. 0 [h’]), i.e., to 
[g] o Y’, #Branch(h) < n, and #Branch(K) < n. By the induction hypothesis, we 
deduce that: 
(0,) the schema tableau associated with E, is equivalent to a tableau 
T, = (tl, T,) over Skel(h) that satisfies conditions 1 and 2 of Theorem 5.7. 
(w2) the schema tableau associated with E2 is equivalent to a tableau 
T, = (tz, T2) over Skel(h’) that satisfies conditions 1 and 2 of Theorem 5.7. 
T, and Tz can be considered to be schema tableaux over R and from (o,,), T, is 
equivalent to the schema tableau T = (to, T) associated with (E, * E2), constructed 
using T, and T,. In conclusion, (wl) and (wz) imply that T, satisfies (IX). 
(t) Conversely, let us assume now that E is a relational PSJ expression over R 
such that: (/I) T, is equivalent to T= (to, T) and T satisfies conditions 1 and 2 of 
Theorem 5.7. Let 
f= X( Y,(...( Y&f])* . . . (fm)*...)*, 
f’ f X( Y,(...( r,,*...,*, 
g=fli9 where P is the set of attributes such that t, E CRITER(P), 
and let V, be the set of attributes such that vO E CRITER( VO). 
For each U, w E Min(n( T)), let R,,, denote the greatest subset of R satisfying 
condition 2 of Theorem 5.7. Let R(T) = n,,,, Min(n( ~)) R,,, . Then R(T) E R and 
there exists h subformat off such that Skel(h) = R(T). Note here that in fact h is a 
subformat of f ‘. Let h =X( Y,(...( Y,)*...)*. In the following, we show that there 
exist Y &?-V-selections over f such that 
(a,) [g] 0 Y is equivalent to E, 
(aI) Main (9) is equivalent to a PSJ expression E, whose schema tableau is 
equivalent to (uO, { vO}) and 
(~1~) depth(y) <depth(f) - Y. 
We proceed by induction on #Branch(f) + #(T), where # (T) = # Min(n( T)) - 
#MM’N~ol). 
a. # Branch(f) + # (T) = 1. Then #Branch(f) = 1 (f is a linear format) and 
#(T)=O implies #Min(n(T))- #Min(n(u,}), i.e., T=(to, (Q,}). Thus, by 
Lemma 5.6, we conclude that (al), (a,), and (CQ) are satisfied by E. 
b. (induction step on #Branch(f) + # (T)). Assume now that for each PSJ 
expression E over R satisfying (B) an d such that #Branch(f) + # (T)) < p, there 
exists Y satisfying (al), (Us), and (a3). Consider E over R satisfying (8) and such 
that #Branch(f) + # (T)) = p + 1. Two cases have to be examined: 
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Case 1. r < q. Then let us consider the partitionment Tl,..., T’ of Min(II(T)) 
defined by 
vu, w E T’, u[XY, . . . y,+11= wcxy, ... Yr+Il. 
Because r -=z q, XYI . . . Y, c V0 and there exists (at least one) i E [ 1 . . . t] such that 
Min(n( {u,})) E r‘. Let i= 1, for example. Consider the schema tableaux 
T, = (t,, T,) and T,= (t2, T2) over R defined by 
t1 = 00, T,=Min(*(T’u...uT’-‘)), 
tz= n (vo) T, = Min( *( T’)). 
XYI... Yr 
Let E, (resp. E2) be the PSJ expression whose schema tableau is equivalent to T1 
(resp. T2). Obviously, T is equivalent to the schema tableau associated with 
n,(E, * E2) and constructed with T, and T,. Thus E is equivalent to 
JJ,(E, * E2). By construction of T, and TZ, both tableaux satisfy conditions 1 and 
2 of Theorem 5.7, #Branch(f) + # (T,)) < p and # Branch(f) + # ( T2)) < p. Note 
also that XYr . . . Y, c R( T,) and XY, . . . Y,, 1 c R( T,). Thus, by the induction 
hypothesis: There exists 9/ !&?-V-selection over f such that: 
[go] 0 5$ is equivalent to E,, where go is the projection of f on V,, 
Main is equivalent to a PSJ expression E,, whose schema tableau is 
equivalent to (u,, { uo} ), and 
depth(y/) <depth(f) - r. 
There exists y9 3-?-V-selections over f such that: 
[h] 09~ is equivalent to E,, 
Main ($) is equivalent to a PSJ expression E,, whose schema tableau is 
equivalent to (v2, {u2) 1, where t2 = IlxyI...yr(~2) = 13xyl...Yr(~~), and 
depth(y9) < depth(f) - (r + 1). 
Thus y/and 9f have the forms 
Yf=X:C(e1(Y,:C,(...e,(Yq:C,(9)IS,)... IS,+,)lS)l0...)l0, 
Y’,EX:C(e,(Y,:C,(...e,(Y,:C,(e’(Y’)))...). 
Let 9’ be the 3-?-V-selection defined over f by 
Y=X:C(e,(Y,:C,(...e,(Y,:C,(B))S,)... ISr+2)(SIu {e’(Y’)})IJZj...)l12(. 
By Lemma 3.5, 9 is equivalent to the Verso expression (3) ar( [II] 0 Y;) and 
[ g] 0 Y is equivalent to [g] o (([go] 0 $? Or ( [II] 0 54)). Thus [ g] 0 9’ is equivalent 
to &(El * E2), i.e., [g] 0 9’ is equivalent to E. By construction, 9’ satisfies (aI) 
and (~1~). 
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Case 2. r > q. Then R(T) = Skel(f’) and h = S’. XY, . . . Y, E VO. Let 
h’ =X( Y,(...( Y&f,)*...)* RI = Skel(h’) 
h” E X( Y1(...( Yg(f2)* . . . (&)*..*)* R2 = Skel(h”). 
Then V, = F”u I”‘, where v’ is a union of elements of R, and I”’ is a union of 
elements in R,. Let 
Tl={o/veMin(n(T)) and u E CRITTER( I’) implies VE RI 
1 
, 
T2={0[U.Min(fl (7)) and u E CRITTER( V) implies VE R2 
I 
. 
Consider the schema tableaux T, = (t , , T, ) and T2 = (t,, T2) over R, and R2, 
respectively, defined by 
f1= n (&J? T, = Min( *( T’)) 
V’ 
f2=fl (d T2 = Min( *( T2)). 
v” 
Let E, (resp. E2) be the PSJ expression whose schema tableau is equivalent to T, 
(resp. T2). Obviously, T is equivalent to the schema tableau associated with 
(E, * E2) and constructed with T, and T,. Thus E is equivalent to (E, * E2). By 
construction of T, and T2, both tableaux satisfy conditions 1 and 2 of Theorem 5.7, 
#Branch(K) + #(T,)) < p, and #Branch(h”) + # (T,)) d p. Note also that 
XY, . . . Y,G R(T,) and XY, . . . Y, E R(R,). Thus, by the induction hypothesis: there 
exists YAP 3-?-V-selection over f such that: 
[h’ 1 v,] 0 9,. is equivalent to E,, 
Main(9&,) is equivalent to a PSJ expression E,, whose schema tableau is 
equivalent to (vl, {u,}), where tl=n,,,(u,)=n~(uo), and 
depth(yAz) G depth(f) -4. 
There exists yA.. 3?-V-selection over f such that: 
[h” 1 v] 0 gA. is equivalent to E,, 
Main is equivalent to a PSJ expression E,, whose schema tableau is 
equivalent to (u2, {u,}), where u2 E T2 and t2 = nv(u2) = nv(uO), and 
depth(9&) <depth(f) - q. 
Thus 9&S and yA. have the forms: 
Y;.EX:C(~,(Y,:C,(...~,(Y,:C,(~;(B,)I R,))...) 
9&=X:C(e,(Y,:C,(...e,(Y,:C,(e~(Se,)lR, . . . e~(B?m)lR,))...). 
Now let us consider the 3?-V-selection 9’ defined by 
Y~X:C(e,(Y,:C,(...e,(Y,:C,(e’,(~,)IR,,e;(~~)lR,...e~(~~)lR,))...). 
571/35/3-l 
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Then by Lemma 3.5, 9 is equivalent to Yd. 0 [h’] @rY;S,~ [h”] and [g] 0 Y 
is equivalent to ([h’/,]oY,,o [Ml) @r([h’~V]~~~~.~ C/z”]), thus [g]oY is 
equivalent to (E, * I&), i.e., [g] 0 Y is equivalent to E. By construction, 9’ satisfies 
(aI) and (ad. I 
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